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Abstract: Generally, an object of uncertain data could be presented through a probability distribution. Now days the Clustering
uncertain data have been determined as a very important issue. In existing system, technique of Kullback-Leibler Divergence is mostly
used by information theory in order to calculate the similarity between certain data. This research work based over calculation of
Probability mass function, whereas uncertain data values of discrete and continuous are calculated. With use of the probability mass
function, the cases of continuous and discrete distance value are individually measured. The probabilistic ratio of continuous and
discrete distance is used to determine the similarity between certain data. For clustering the uncertain data by performing the techniques
of Density based clustering. Therefore, the main drawback in the existing system is to selecting the nearest neighbor. To overcome from
this type of problem, we introduced algorithm of K-nearest-neighbor in our proposed work to determine the nearest neighbor. The
algorithm of K-nearest-neighbor use to calculate the distance among scenarios set and a query scenario in the data set. Here, distance is
measure for both the cases of discrete and continuous through the use of using Probability mass function. After that the algorithm of
KNN is used to measure the nearest neighbor. Hence, our proposed works produce an effective result and overcomes the drawback of
existing technique.
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1. Introduction
The clustering uncertain data for similarity among data has
been standardized as very important problem [21], [22].
Normally, an object of uncertain data is used to represent
through a probability distribution [23], [24]. According to
the probability distributions function the clustering uncertain
objects problem happens in many scenarios. The algorithm
of K-nearest-neighbor is very important for calculating text
categorization [8]. Various researchers have determine that
the algorithm of K-nearest-neighbor is accomplished a very
better performance in the experiments on dissimilar data sets
[9][10][11]. The concept behind the algorithm of K-nearestneighbor is relatively straightforward. To categorize a latest
document, the system has to finds the k nearest neighbors
between the training documents along with uses the k
nearest neighbors’ categories in manner to weight the
classify candidates [8]. The main disadvantage of K-nearestneighbor algorithm is its efficiency, since it essential to
compare a test document by the entire samples are in the
training set. Generally, the performance of KNN algorithm
depend over two factors:
1. A proper value for the k parameter.
2. An appropriate similarity function.
One of the most central problems in dealing of information
system by text data is classification. According to the
contents, text categorization is a supervised knowledge task
of transfer natural language text documents to one or more
predefined classes or categories. Through the fast increase of
electronic text documents over the corporate intranets and
Internet, since a potential apparatus for better managing
finding and filtering these sources, text categorization has
gained very much attention in current years. [23] Text
Categorization is very essential component of several big
Machine Learning system or Information Retrieval and it is
describe as the content- based over one or more predefined
assignment categories to texts. Generally, it is conjectured
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that it is infeasible to manually categorize the entire the
latest documents which are jointed to a system in a timely
order. Thus, document classification process of automatic
technique is essential in the clustering uncertain data for
similarity among data process. Information processing
requirements have improved by the increase of textual
information sources, like as the Worldwide Web and news
media. Routing or finding of texts retrieval System, in order
to interest profiles or arbitrary queries. Text categorization
could be used to execute document filtering, information
extraction and also routing to mechanisms of topic-specific
processing or to support Information Retrieval.
We proposed a technique by the use of algorithm of Knearest-neighbor to identify a proper value for the k
parameter along with an appropriate similarity function.
Along with by the KNN algorithm calculate the distance
among scenarios set and a query scenario in the data set and
also measure the distance for discrete and continuous using
probability mass function. Hence our proposed system, we
implemented an approach to finds the k nearest neighbors
between data and nodes by the use of these techniques:
1. K-nearest-neighbor techniques.
2. Probability mass function
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
which overviews the related work. Then we provide the
detailed description of our proposed scheme in Section III.
Section IV gives the results and discussions of our proposed
scheme. Finally, Section V concludes the whole research
work.

2. Related Work
Systems of DB for uncertain data include the focus of
managing, querying and storing data annotated by
uncertainty. Various dissimilar techniques have been
implemented to optimize the processing of query and storage
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of data. Uncertainties of data bring latest challenges in the
field of clustering, but clustering of uncertain data requires a
similarity measurement among object of uncertain data. The
most important idea of the various systems is suggested by
[1], [2]. Even as the common concepts is the storing of
query technique along with uncertain data on this data, but
the complete concepts dissimilar very significantly.
Basically, the most important dissimilar between the
approaches lies, is the ability of storing various kind of
uncertainty and the storing of uncertainty definition. For
instance, in the researched work of [1] discussed that the
system of Trio is the single approach for nominal
uncertainty into several forms, whereas in the survey of [1],
[2], [28] describes the Orion system and the Mystic use
many complete models, while the storing of uncertainty data
is more flexible. In the research work of [10], [4], [15]
discussed that mainly focused over several models of data
for perfectly capturing the scene of moving objects. In this
research work, aim of query algorithms is to decreasing the
quantity of data transmission for make sure about the data
values accuracy. In the survey of Cheng et al. [4] discussed
that they are the first to invent retrieval of uncertain data in
common domains and together they represent query types
taxonomy by the strategies of corresponding processing. In
the research of [2], [5] proposed an algorithm of I/O
efficient for nearest neighbor data search. Where in the
above research no one is considers the retrieval of probrange.
In the research of Cheng et al. [6] proposed various solution
for queries of prob-range but only for target 1D space.
Cheng et al. argue that search range of uncertain DB is
essentially very dissimilar comparing to objects of
traditional precise and maintain their claims with providing
the two methods of theoretical with the intention of
achieving the performance of asymptotically optimal.
However, the practicability of the two methods of theoretical
is incomplete since (i) It can incur huge actual
implementation because of the secreted constants value in
their difficulty assurance. (ii) It can’t support objects by
arbitrary pdfs (e.g., one technique goal only identical pdfs).
In the research of Suciu and Dalvi [26] explained the
“probabilistic databases”, in which every set is similar as a
tuple into a conservative DB, apart from that it is related by
an “existential” probability. For example, mean of 60%
existential probability i.e. a tuple cannot exist into the DB
with the chance of 40%, but if a tuple does then its value are
accurate. Querying and modeling data have concerned
significant attention from research community of DB [4],
[22], [12]. In research work of [4], [19] discussed that
currently, most of works have been occupied by uncertain
data in sensor databases in query processing and
management particularly in the databases of spatial-temporal
[8], [11], [26], [17]. In the research of Cheng et al. [9]
develop a wide probabilistic queries classification in order to
uncertain data along with developed a methods for assessing
queries of probabilistic. The queries of probabilistic range
are first investigated by Cheng et al. [8] and developed a
structure of two auxiliary indexes for supporting interval
efficiency of uncertain querying. In the survey of Tao et al.
[4], [26] researched queries of probabilistic range over space
of multi-dimensional by the function of arbitrary probability
density and recognized along with formulated various
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pruning rules, as well as developed a latest access technique
for optimize both CPU time and I/O cost. Thus, probabilistic
DB is dissimilar from uncertain DB, where every object
certainly exists other than its real values follow function of
probabilistic distribution.

3. Proposed Work
3.1. Overview
In our proposed work, we implemented an approach to
determine a clustered uncertain data. Firstly, the probability
mass function use to measured the uncertainty of data for
discrete and continuous through the use of using and
determine the compute the similarity. After that algorithm of
KNN is used to measure the nearest neighbor and use to
calculate the distance among scenarios set and a query
scenario in the data set. Hereafter it computes the distance of
nearest neighbor. Finally, user obtains the clustered
uncertain data.
3.2 Architecture

Figure 1: Overall Architecture
3.3. KNN Approach
3.3.1. Improved KNN Classifier
Algorithm of K-nearest-neighbor use neighbors node for
determining their class. K-nearest-neighbor labels for the
node are selected among the entire labels. And lastly, the
class which having highest neighbors number is wins.
Unbalanced training nodes distribution in various classifiers
affects this category. Classes having most number of
training nodes have most number of probabilities to win. By
the use the subsequent coefficient for adjust the probability
among categories by various samples numbers:
Gj=

𝑁
𝑆𝑗 ∗𝐶

Where, Sj = samples number in jth class, N, ( d1, d2, d3,….,
dN) is total of the training samples, C= classes number.
Finally, the uses following formulas to determine sample
probability X belong to every class:
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P(D,Sj) = Gj

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑆𝐼𝑀

Where,
Y(di,Lj) =

𝐷, 𝑑𝑖 ∙ 𝑦(𝑑𝑖 , 𝑆𝑗 )

1, 𝑑𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑗
0, 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

SIM (D, di) = Dice (D, di) =

2 𝐷 |𝐷 ∩ 𝑑 𝑖 |
𝐷 + |𝑑 𝑖 |

We calculate the test sample D, SIM (D, di) and same node
di using Dice similarity measure.
Where, |Ddi| = the common number N-grams among
training sample and test sample D. Sample D belongs to the
class of the biggest P(D, Sj).
3.3.2. Relative Entropy or Kullback-Leibler Divergence
Here, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence estimator [1] is
represented as a similar method. Given two random
variables m and n by the functions of probability density
t(m) along with f(n), the Kullback-Leibler divergence is
describes following:
D (t||f) = -Ep [log dt/df]
If f is not completely continuous regarding t, then D(t||f) =.
Divergence is finite, if t(m) is complete continuous
regarding f(m), and if, zero than t(m) = f(m). The property of
KL divergence is scale invariant. Particularly, RVs u = αm
and v = αn (α>0) by PDFs a(m) and b(m), after that the KL
divergence is given by D(a||b) = D(m||n).
For our approach, it is valuable to write the KL divergence
as
D(a||b) = −Ha(m) −  a(nm) log2 b(m)dx
Finally, the both Nodes support is controlled to the interval
[−1/2, 1/2] and taking in account.
3.3.3. Computing the distance functions
The Distance accurate computation is inflexible, as it
calculating the distance among nodes and executing a pointto-point shortest-path. An ordinary way to rise above the
computing intractability the Distance is to estimate it using
sampling. The concept is to (e) sample r likely according to
P, along with (ii) calculate the shortest-part distances on the
nodes.
3.3.4. Clustering Using KL-Divergence as a Similarity
Measure
An uncertain object of Clustering according to the
correspondence among their probability distributions
generate in several scenarios. In the theory of information,
the similarity among two distributions could be determined
through the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The distribution
dissimilarity cannot be identifying through geometric
distances. Uncertain objects are measured by random
variables through certain distributions and both the
continuous cases as well as the discrete case are considered.
Consideration of an uncertain object is by a random variable
subsequent a probability distribution into domain D.
Uncertain objects are capable of any continuous or discrete
distribution. In the case of discrete, the domains have a value
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of finite number, such as the camera rating can take a value
into {1, 2, 3, 4, and 5}. In the case of continuous, the domain
has values of continuous range. Kullback-Leibler divergence
is determined to calculate the similarity among the two
distributions [11].
3.3.5. Algorithm
Input: Probabilistic graph G = (V,E, P,W), node s  V ,
number of samples r, number k, distance increment γ
Ouput: Tk, a result set of k nodes for the k-NN query
1: Tk ← ; D ← 0
2: Initiate r executions of K NN from s
3: while |Tk| < k do
4: D ← D + γ
5: for i ← 1 : r do
6: Continue visiting nodes in the i-th execution of KNN until
reaching distance D
7: For each node t  V visited update the distribution ˜pD,s,t
{Create the distribution ˜pD,s,t if t has never been visited
before}
8: end for
9: for all nodes t  Tk for which ˜pD,s,t exists do
10: if median(˜pD,s,t) < D then
11: Tk ← Tk  {t}
12: end if
13: end for
14: end while

4. Result and Discussion
In this section, the result and discussion are presented that
represents the evaluation of the proposed work. It consist the
performance parameters of the K-L Divergence with KNN
approach which provide the better result in compare to the
alone K-L Divergence.
The measurement attribute for performing our proposed
approach, we conducted some of the experiment and extract
the dataset which was done on the following configuration
and our work implementation will be on followed
configuration:
1) Windows 7,
2) Intel Pentium(R),
3) CPU G2020 and
4) Processer speed 2.90 GHz.
4.1 Measurement of the Value for number of Cluster for
Uncertain Data
Table 1: Measurement of the Value for number of Cluster
for Uncertain Data
Number of Cluster K-L Divergence K-L Divergence with KNN
5
0.59
0.98
6
0.62
0.92
7
0.64
0.75
11
0.59
0.91
15
0.61
0.88
16
0.58
0.78
18
0.54
0.79

In the above mentioned Table.1, it is representing the
measurement of value for number of cluster for the uncertain
data. This result is showing the cluster value that having the
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more accuracy in compare to the K-L divergence, our
proposed technique is better than the existing technique.

4.5 Cluster Performance

4.2 Measurement of the Value for number of Features
for Uncertain Data
Table 2: Measurement of the Value for number of Features
for Uncertain Data
Number of
Features
1
2
3
4
5

K-L
Divergence
0.61
0.59
0.62
0.63
0.61

K-L Divergence
with KNN
0.81
0.82
0.86
0.83
0.78

In the above Table.2, it is representing the value of feature
for the uncertain data; here our proposed technique K-L
Divergence with KNN approach is better than the simple KL Divergence. The performance of the proposed approach is
producing a good result.
4.3 Performance Metrics of the K-L Divergence with
KNN and K-L Divergence
Table 3: Performance Metrics of the K-L Divergence with
KNN and K-L Divergence
Techniques

Cluster
Performance
81.6
93.2

K-L Divergence
K-L Divergence
with KNN

Time

Number of
Dataset
800
800

71 ms
77 ms

The Table.3 is representing the Cluster performance, time
and the Number of dataset. It showing the comparison
between the K-L divergence and K-L divergence with KNN
based on the metrics Time, Number of Dataset and the
cluster performance.
4.4 Time Efficiency with Dataset
100
90
80
Time (ms)

70
60

Figure 3: Cluster Performance
The fig.3, represent the cluster performance which is better
than the existing technique K-L Divergence. Our proposed
technique K-L Divergence with KNN is producing more
accuracy and the efficiency in clustering.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we explore clustering uncertain data based on
the similarity between their distributions. We advocate using
the Kullback-Leibler divergence as the similarity
measurement, and systematically define the KL divergence
between objects in both the continuous and discrete cases.
We integrated KL divergence into the partitioning and KNN
clustering methods to demonstrate the effectiveness of
clustering using KL divergence. To tackle the computational
challenge in the continuous case, we estimate KL divergence
by kernel density estimation and employ the fast Gauss
transform technique to further speed up the computation.
The extensive experiments confirm that our methods are
effective and efficient. The most important contribution of
this paper is to introduce distribution difference as the
similarity measure for uncertain data. Besides clustering,
similarity is also of fundamental significance to many other
applications, such as nearest neighbor search. In the future,
we will study those problems on uncertain data based on
distribution similarity.
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